
 

A blog post about the film horn ok please. Horn Ok Please is a 2016 American comedy-drama by Marc Levin and Betsy Cohen, starring Adam Scott, who also co-produced the film with his wife Lizzie Caplan. The story revolves around a father and son who try to get back together with their estranged parents in their lives through competitive wrestling. The cast includes Steve Buscemi, Vincent
D'Onofrio and Gaby Hoffman amongst others. The movie released on October 13th in theaters and VOD platforms such as Netflix and Amazon Prime Video on November 30th of the same year after it premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival. The movie received mixed to positive reviews by the critics, who praised it for its powerful acting, but claiming that the screenplay was bland and
cheesy at times. On January 18th 2016, Marc Levin posted a picture on Twitter with Jack Lowden (who plays Pritchard) and Adam Scott (who plays Dan) holding the script of the film. On September 27th, 2016 he posted another picture showing both Scott and Lowden dressed up as wrestlers in the ring. Then, on March 10th of 2017 he posted a video on Twitter of Adam Scott yelling "Horn OK
Please" at an airport while wearing a turban issued shirts of his character from the film. 

the cast of horn ok please pic. twitter.com/Y2YHUW8FJ7 — Marc Levin (@marc_levin) January 17, 2016 In October of 2016, Adam Scott, Steve Buscemi and Vincent D'Onofrio attended the "Innovators Conference" on a panel with Mark Cuban and TripAdvisor founder Mattan Griffel. At the conference they talked about how to reach a younger audience by adapting to new technology and media
platforms. Adam Scott said that they wanted to remove some of the movie's more dramatic elements that would normally occur in theatrical release. He said that it was more of a "documentary" of people, which they wanted to adapt to more of an entertaining approach. He compared the film to the Lullaby for Every Baby documentary that also had a comedic element, but without the dramatic
elements that would normally occur in theatrical release. He went on to say that he saw no reason why these films cannot be successful. He said that everyone on the movie is on board with this approach and it is working out well for Horn Ok Please. Edinburgh International Film Festival (2016) Horn Ok Please (2016) (DVD) (Region 1) (NTSC) https://twitter.
com/marc_levin/status/778094358380812418?lang=en-gb

The movie was filmed in New York, with a little bit of filming that took place in Punjab, India. Some of the film was shot at the Rockland County Fairgrounds in an Indian village, where there were many cattle and goats. There is also a scene during the last days of shooting where Steve Buscemi's character is seen to be beaten while wrestling at a fairground within New York. The music for the film
was composed by Nathaniel Kaplan and released on December 21st 2016 by Lakeshore Records.
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